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Introduction {#sec1}
============

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a devastating neurodegenerative disease characterized by the progressive loss of motor neurons (MNs). Neurodegeneration proceeds in a dying-back manner, starting with the distal followed by the proximal axon, and finally MN soma death ([@bib17]). None of the currently available drugs meaningfully delay pathogenesis and new therapeutics are urgently needed.

The most common known genetic cause of ALS is a GGGGCC hexanucleotide repeat expansion (HRE) within the first intron of the gene *C9ORF72*. Approximately 40% of familial and 5% of sporadic ALS cases have an HRE in *C9ORF72* ([@bib14]). Thus, understanding the pathogenesis of *C9ORF72*-ALS, particularly in the distal axon, could lead to more effective treatments for many ALS patients.

*C9ORF72*-ALS is inherited in an autosomal dominant manner, but the precise mechanism of pathogenesis is unclear. At least two studies have assessed C9ORF72 protein levels in patient brain tissue and demonstrated that C9ORF72 protein levels are reduced in patients with HRE ([@bib6], [@bib31]), which is consistent with reports that RNA levels are also reduced ([@bib8]). Thus, one of the first hypotheses was that haploinsufficiency leading to a loss-of-function (LOF) mechanism may contribute to ALS and one report showed that reducing C9ORF72 levels in zebrafish resulted in motor defects ([@bib4]). However, multiple reports of genetic knockouts (KOs) in zebrafish and mice showed no evidence of MN degeneration and ALS pathology ([@bib9], [@bib10]). Subsequently, it was discovered that HRE is translated via a non-canonical form of translation called repeat-associated non-ATG (RAN) translation, resulting in neurotoxic dipeptide repeat proteins (DPRs). This has led to the currently predominant idea of a toxic gain-of-function (GOF) causing *C9ORF72*-ALS. However, the majority of mouse models overexpressing HRE or DPRs failed to develop ALS symptoms, in particular dying-back pathology, even though the mice showed significant levels of DPR proteins ([@bib2]). Thus, both KO and overexpression mouse models could not recapitulate ALS phenotypes, arguing against simple LOF or GOF models and raising the need of a human disease model. A cooperation of LOF and GOF mechanisms driving *C9ORF72*-ALS pathogenesis was recently suggested ([@bib26]). Yet, to date, no model is available that combines both LOF and GOF approaches endogenously.

Here, we used CRISPR/Cas9n gene editing to generate isogenic human induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) and differentiated them into MNs for disease modeling, to better understand the mechanism by which the HRE in *C9ORF72* causes ALS. We observed that MNs with the HRE showed decreased axonal trafficking, increased stress granule (SG) formation and significant transcriptome alterations compared with gene corrected MNs. To test the possibility of an LOF, we generated a C9ORF72 KO using a healthy control line. However, MNs lacking C9ORF72 protein showed no significant transcriptomic changes compared with isogenic controls, and axonal trafficking was similar in both wild-type (WT) MN lines (wtKO), suggesting that the HRE does not cause ALS via a simple LOF mechanism. However, rather than a simple GOF, it is possible that reduction of C9ORF72 protein levels exacerbates a toxic GOF associated with HRE. To test this, we generated iPSCs having both an HRE as well as C9ORF72 KO. We observed that those MNs showed increased apoptosis, disrupted axonal trafficking and aberrant transcriptome expression compared with MNs with HRE alone. Interestingly, these altered phenotypes were associated with decreased production of heat shock proteins (HSPs), particularly HSP70 as well as DNAJA4, a member of the HSP40 family, rather than increased DPR protein levels. Therefore, we propose that the HRE causes MN degeneration primarily via a toxic GOF that is exacerbated in HRE + C9ORF72 KO MNs, which is associated with reduced levels of HSPs.

Results {#sec2}
=======

Generation of Isogenic iPSCs for Modeling *C9ORF72*-ALS {#sec2.1}
-------------------------------------------------------

One of the critical outstanding questions is whether an HRE in *C9ORF72* cause degeneration of human MNs via an LOF or a toxic GOF. To answer this question, we generated a series of isogenic iPSCs. To test if MN degeneration is caused by reduced levels of C9ORF72 protein, we generated a KO of C9ORF72 in WT cells using a quadruple Cas9-nickase (Cas9n) approach that introduced two different double-strand breaks surrounding the translational start codon in exon 2, which is used for all isoforms of C9ORF72 ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). Cas9n was chosen because two different Cas9 proteins must cut in close proximity on opposing DNA strands to introduce a double-strand break. Guide RNAs were selected that would, together, only cut once in the genome, thus eliminating off-target effects. PCR-based genotyping was initially used to confirm deletion of the start codon of *C9ORF72* ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). The resulting iPSCs were designated wtKO.Figure 1Generation of Isogenic iPSC Lines(A) Strategy for targeting *C9ORF72* to knockout C9ORF72 protein production in WT iPSCs (wtKO). Quadruple Cas9-nickase (Cas9n) introduced two double-strand breaks (yellow arrows).(B) PCR confirmed the deletion in KO iPSC lines.(C) Strategy for gene correction by reducing HRE to WT length of three repeats.(D) Repeat-primed PCR confirmed absence of HRE in C9GC lines.(E) Scheme of KO deletion in iPSCs with HRE in *C9ORF72* (C9 + KO).(F) Capillary electrophoresis confirmed loss of C9ORF72 protein in KO cells. Note that no significant differences between C9-1 and C9-1 in comparison with WT were not significant. N = 4 biological replicates. All values are presented as mean ± SEM. One-way ANOVA showed p \< 0.05. Tukey\'s post-test for multiple comparisons was performed (\*\*p \< 0.01, \*\*\*p \< 0.001).See also [Figures S1--S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

It is also possible that the HRE in *C9ORF72* cause ALS in a GOF manner. To test this, we used CRISPR-Cas9n-mediated gene editing to correct the HRE in iPSCs from two different ALS patients with heterozygous HRE in *C9ORF72* using a donor vector that contained the WT length of three repeats ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C). Unmodified ALS patient-derived iPSCs were designated C9-1 and C9-2, and their gene corrected isogenic lines were designated C9GC-1 and C9GC-2 ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Repeat-primed PCR demonstrated the presence of the HRE in C9-1 and C9-2, but not in C9GC-1 and C9GC-2 iPSCs ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D and [S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). Southern blotting validated these results and determined repeat length ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). Finally, amplicon length demonstrated C9GC-1 and C9GC-2 iPSCs were heterozygous, containing 5/3 and 2/3 repeats, respectively ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D).

Finally, we hypothesized that reducing C9ORF72 protein levels could exacerbate the pathological effects of a GOF. To test this, we used a quadruple-nickase approach to delete the translational start codon in an ALS patient iPSC line, resulting in retained repeat expansion in combination with a loss of C9ORF72 protein. These gene-edited iPSCs are hereafter called C9 + KO-1 and C9 + KO-2 ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E). PCR-based genotyping confirmed the presence of the deletion in *C9ORF72* ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B).

qRT-PCR analysis was used to characterize the effects of gene editing on the expression levels of isoforms of *C9ORF72*as well as antisense RNA levels. Differentiated MNs from all iPSC lines expressed comparable levels of isoform 1, which contains the HRE ([Figures S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A and S2B), as well as isoform 2, which encodes the long form of C9ORF72 protein ([Figures S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A--S2C). Isoform 3 was not detected. Antisense transcripts were detected in all differentiated cultures of MNs, but no significant differences were observed ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D).

Capillary electrophoresis was used to quantify the levels of C9ORF72 protein in differentiated MNs ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}F). We observed considerable variation in the levels of C9ORF72 protein. Relative to GAPDH, the levels in WT varied by more than 3-fold. Due to one particular data point, the average C9ORF72 protein levels was higher in WT compared with C9-1 and C9-2. However, due to the considerable heterogeneity, this difference was not significant, more likely due to stochastic differences between cultures than the HRE. Previous studies reported ([@bib6], [@bib26]) that patient CNS tissue showed statistically significant reductions in C9ORF72 compared with controls. Thus, further reductions in C9ORF72 protein levels are needed in iPSC-derived neurons to recapitulate the conditions observed in patients. Therefore, the comparison between C9 and C9 + KO is of considerable interest, and, in agreement with our genotyping data, C9ORF72 protein was detected in MNs differentiated from C9-1 and C9-2, but not in wtKO, C9 + KO-1 and C9 + KO-2. Of note, multiple efforts to excise the selection cassette at the *loxP* sites were not successful due to insufficient recombinase activity. As a result of the selection cassette being present, the C9ORF72 protein levels were similar between the gene corrected lines and their respective isogenic parent ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}F). The comparable levels of C9ORF72 protein means that phenotypic differences between C9 and C9GC lines cannot be caused by an LOF mechanism, making them ideal tools to assess possible GOF mechanisms.

Quality control was performed for all iPSC lines. Immunofluorescence confirmed that all lines homogeneously expressed the pluripotent stem cell markers OCT4 and SOX2 ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Karyotyping was performed for all iPSC lines ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B) showing that WT-, wtKO-, C9-1-, and C9-1-derived lines were euploid, but C9-2 contained three copies of chromosome 20, which was equally present in all iPSCs derived from C9-2. However, it will be demonstrated in the following sections that the majority of observed phenotypes were comparable in both C9-1- and C9-2-derived lines, indicating that the additional chromosome had only a minor effect on ALS phenotypes. These data confirm that the iPSC lines are isogenic and express markers of pluripotency.

Differentiation of Functional MNs from Isogenic iPSCs {#sec2.2}
-----------------------------------------------------

In preparation for modeling ALS, each iPSC line was differentiated into MNs using small molecules ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). Immunostaining showed that almost all of the cells in the differentiated cultures expressed the neuronal marker MAP2 as well as the MN marker SMI32 ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). In addition, approximately 50%--70% of all neurons expressed the MN marker Islet1 ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). There was no significant difference between cell lines independent of the genetic background ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C and [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). In addition, MAP2 and MN markers SMI32 and CHAT were quantified using qRT-PCR and showed similar expression levels between the isogenic cells derived from C9-1 ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). To better characterize the cultures, we performed Eigengene classification of transcriptome data, which identified the cells in these cultures with whole spinal cord with 80% probability ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Analysis of neuronal subtype markers showed that the cultures contained mostly MNs and also spinal interneurons ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B).Figure 2Differentiation of iPSCs into Functional MNs(A) Differentiation scheme.(B) MNs express the neuronal marker MAP2 (green) and the MN markers Islet1 (red) and SMI32 (cyan). Scale bar, 100 μm.(C) MN differentiation efficiency is comparable between all cell lines (n = 3 biological replicates). One-way ANOVA showed no statistical significance.(D--F) Representative voltage-gated sodium inward and potassium outward currents of an MN recorded in whole-cell voltage-clamp mode (D). Peak sodium currents INa at maximal amplitude (E) and (F) at −40 mV holding potential.(G) Recording of a C9GC-1 MN spiking repetitive spontaneous action potentials (APs).(H and I) Number of spontaneously active MNs (H) and their AP frequency is significantly higher in C9GC-1 than C9-1 MNs (I).(J) A C9GC-1 MN firing multiple APs upon depolarization in the current-clamp mode.(K and L) The number of MNs with multiple elicited APs (K) and the maximal amplitudes of elicited APs were most pronounced in C9GC-1 cells (L). A minimum of n = 32 cells was measured per line. All values are presented as mean ± SEM. Statistical analysis was performed using one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey\'s post-test for multiple comparisons (^∗^p \< 0.05, ^∗∗^p \< 0.01).See also [Figures S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Next, we tested the electrophysiological functionality of the isogenic MNs. Whole-cell patch-clamp analysis demonstrated the development of essential functional properties during MN maturation. There was no significant difference between isogenic WT and wtKO cells ([Figures S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C--S4H). Voltage-gated sodium inward and potassium outward currents were comparable between the C9-1-derived cell lines (C9-1, C9 + KO-1, and C9GC-1) although peak sodium current amplitudes were more pronounced in C9GC-1 MNs ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D--2F). The number of spontaneously active MNs and their action potential (AP) frequency were significantly decreased in C9-1 MNs compared with its isogenic control C9GC-1 ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}G--2I). In addition, the number of MNs with multiple APs and the maximal amplitudes of elicited APs were most pronounced in C9GC-1 MNs ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}J--2L), which is consistent with previously published reports of a hypoexcitability phenotype in HRE carrying MNs ([@bib5], [@bib24]).

Interestingly, [@bib5] reported a switch from hyperexcitability ([@bib30]) to hypoexcitability during differentiation of iPSC-derived MNs with mutations in the genes *TARDBP* and *C9ORF72*. Although in a recent study the excitability in mutant *C9ORF72* iPSC-derived MNs, healthy and isogenic controls was not significantly different ([@bib25]), we found a hypoexcitability phenotype in mutant *C9ORF7*2 MNs (C9-1) compared with their control (C9GC-1), which was also seen in other mutant ALS genotypes ([@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib33]).

Gene Correction and Transcriptome Sequencing Suggests that HRE Induces MN Degeneration via a GOF {#sec2.3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As an unbiased approach, we used transcriptome sequencing to determine differences in gene expression and pathways affected by the HRE ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). We compared transcriptome profiles of C9-1 and C9-1GC MNs. A total of 1,235 genes were differentially expressed ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B) of which the majority were upregulated in C9-1 ([Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Gene ontology analysis showed enrichment of multiple terms related to ALS pathogenesis, including positive regulation of programmed cell death, DNA damage checkpoint, microtubule organization, and microtubule motor activity ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}F, [S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}G, and S6I).Figure 3Transcriptome Analysis of Isogenic MNs(A) Heatmap and hierarchical clustering of transcriptome results from the indicated MNs.(B--D) MA plots depict significantly (p \< 0.05) upregulated (red) and downregulated genes (blue). (B) shows C9GC versus C9, (C) shows wt versus wtKO, and (D) shows C9 versus C9 + KO.(E) Venn diagram shows numbers of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) between C9GC versus C9 MNs (green), between C9 versus C9 + KO MNs (blue), and the overlap of both comparisons (cyan).(F and G) Gene ontology studies on DEGs between (F) C9GC versus C9 and (G) C9 versus C9 + KO using ENRICHR (top) and DAVID (bottom).See also [Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Next, the transcriptome of WT and wtKO MNs was analyzed (NCBI GEO: [GSE143744](ncbi-geo:GSE143744){#interref20}). The LOF model predicts that transcriptome changes in wtKO cells compared with WT would be comparable with HRE-associated changes. In contrast, the GOF model predicts HRE-associated changes would not be recapitulated in wtKO neurons compared with WT. We observed that only 135 genes were differentially expressed in wtKO cells compared with WT ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C). Although there was some overlap with the genes altered in C9 versus C9GC ([Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B), gene ontology analysis could not identify any significantly enriched terms. This suggests that C9ORF72 LOF alone does not cause neurodegeneration.

We hypothesized that reduced levels of C9ORF72 would exacerbate the pathogenicity of a toxic GOF. To test this, we sequenced the transcriptome of MNs differentiated from C9 + KO-1 iPSCs and compared it to isogenic C9-1 MNs (NCBI GEO: [GSE143743](ncbi-geo:GSE143743){#interref25}). We identified 582 differentially expressed genes ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D), of which 553 were also differentially expressed between C9GC-1 versus C9-1 ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}E), demonstrating a considerable overlap. Interestingly, most of these overlapping proteins were downregulated in C9 + KO compared with C9 ([Figures S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C and S6E). There was some overlap with the genes differentially regulated between WT and wtKO ([Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D). Gene ontology analysis showed enrichment for terms related to MN degeneration, including negative regulation of cell death, regulation of apoptosis, microtubule motor activity and neuron projection regeneration ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}G, [S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}H, and S6J). These results could suggest that C9ORF72 KO might exacerbate the pathogenicity of HRE. This is underpinned by the fact that rather all differentially expressed genes between C9 and C9 + KO overlap with genes dysregulated in C9GC versus C9, which is, however, not the case vice versa ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}E).

Previously, [@bib25] reported transcriptome analysis of MNs differentiated from isogenic *C9ORF72* iPSCs. Unexpectedly, we found very little overlap with our results ([Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}F). However, it is known that *C9ORF72* pathology, phenotypes, and penetrance differ from patient to patient, suggesting that HRE-mediated transcriptome changes are strongly dependent on the genetic background. Interestingly, one of genes downregulated by HRE in both datasets was *DNAJA4*, which is an HSP40 family member, and could suggest that HSPs play an important role in the pathogenesis of *C9ORF72*-ALS.

HRE Induces Distal Axon Trafficking Defects that Are Exacerbated in Neurons with HRE + C9ORF72 KO {#sec2.4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

During ALS, MNs undergo dying-back in which distal axon degeneration precedes MN death ([@bib17]). A possible reason for the distal axon degenerating first is a disruption of axonal transport, which is used to deliver RNA, proteins and even organelles to the synapse to maintain its function. Mutations in motoric proteins, such as KIF5A and DCTN1 have been associated with ALS ([@bib19], [@bib23]) and our transcriptome data suggested that axonal trafficking is affected by HRE as well as HRE + C9ORF72 KO, which could contribute to dying-back pathogenesis. As C9ORF72 protein function is linked to autophagy and lysosomes ([@bib26]), we focused on lysosomal trafficking in MN axons using microfluidic devices. MNs were seeded into one side of the device, defined as "proximal," and axons grew through channels to the distal side attracted by brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). Lysosomes were labeled using LysoTracker, and live imaging of the axons was performed to assess the distance traveled, referred to as track displacement. Similar to our transcriptome data, WT and wtKO cells did not show any differences in the track displacement or directionality of lysosomal trafficking at either the proximal or the distal axon ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B--4D), suggesting that the HRE does not cause neurodegeneration via a simple LOF.Figure 4Axonal Trafficking Is Altered by the HRE and Loss of C9ORF72(A) Schematic representation of microfluidic chambers used for live-cell imaging.(B) Maximum projection for WT and wtKO MNs of 400 frames acquired within a 2-min movie. Higher signal correlates with longer track displacement. Scale bar, 10 μm.(C and D) Quantification shows (C) track displacement of lysosomes in μm and (D) direction of trafficking. N = 3 biological replicates; \>1,000 lysosomes were analyzed per cell line and per side for all experiments.(E) Maximum projection for C9-1 MNs. Scale bar, 10 μm.(F) Quantification shows track displacement of C9-1 lysosomes in μm.(G) Maximum projection for C9-2 MNs. Scale bar, 10 μm.(H) Quantification shows track displacement of C9-2 lysosomes in μm.(I and J) Quantification of direction of lysosomal trafficking. N = 3 biological replicates; \>1,000 lysosomes were analyzed per cell line and per side for all experiments. Lysosome trafficking results are shown in (I) for C9-1, C9KO-1, and C9GC-1, and in (J) for C9-2, C9KO-2, and C9GC-2.All values are presented as mean ± SEM. One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey\'s post-test for multiple comparisons was performed (^∗∗^p \< 0.01, ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001, ^∗∗∗∗^p \< 0.0001). Tracks were shorter at the distal axon end than on the proximal compartment, consistent with dying-back.

Next, we assessed axonal trafficking in MNs with the HRE in *C9ORF72*. We found that MNs from C9-1 and C9-2 showed significantly decreased lysosomal track displacement in distal as well as proximal axons compared with their gene corrected counterparts ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E--4H). Remarkably, lysosomes in the axons of C9 + KO-1 and C9 + KO-2 showed even shorter track displacement in proximal and distal axons, demonstrating that C9ORF72 KO exacerbated axonal trafficking defects of the HRE. No significant alterations were observed in the directionality of lysosomal trafficking ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}I and 4J). These data demonstrate that the HRE induces degeneration of the distal MN axon before the proximal axon, which is consistent with dying-back pathogenesis.

C9ORF72 KO Exacerbates MN Degeneration in HRE MNs {#sec2.5}
-------------------------------------------------

In ALS patients, axonal degeneration is followed by the death of the MN soma. Because loss of C9ORF72 protein exacerbates defects in axonal transport in MNs containing an HRE, we predicted that MNs with HRE and deleted C9ORF72 protein would show the highest levels of apoptosis. Consistent with this idea, our transcriptome data showed that gene ontology terms related to neuronal death and apoptosis were enriched in MNs with HRE + C9ORF72 KO. Thus, we investigated apoptosis in differentiated MNs. To do this, iPSC-derived MNs were cultured for 14 days and immunostained for TUJ1 and the late apoptotic marker cleaved caspase-3 (CC3) ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A). Quantification showed that CC3 levels in C9 + KO-1 were more than 2-fold of CC3 levels in C9-1 and C9GC-1, which were comparable ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B). Similarly, C9 + KO-2 showed higher levels of CC3 compared with C9-2 and C9GC-2. These data demonstrate that deleting C9ORF72 protein increases apoptosis in MNs with HRE in *C9ORF72*.Figure 5HRE + *C9ORF72* KO Neurons Show Increased Apoptosis without Increasing DPR Protein Levels(A) Immunostaining for the indicated markers. Images were segmented using CellProfiler to quantify cleaved caspase-3 (CC3), a marker of apoptosis. Scale bar, 50 μm.(B) C9 + KO MNs show more apoptosis compared with gene corrected C9GC (n = 3 biological replicates).(C) Quantification of endogenous poly-GP DPR levels using an ELISA assay (n = 7 biological replicates).(D) Immunostaining for the indicated markers, including MAP2 and poly-GP DPR proteins. Poly-GP peptides could be detected in the cytoplasm of C9 and C9 + KO MNs (indicated by arrows) but not in gene corrected controls. Isogenic cell lines set 1 (left) and set 2 (right). Scale bars, 10 μm.All values are presented as mean ± SEM. One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey\'s post-test for multiple comparisons was performed (^∗^p \< 0.05, ^∗∗^p \< 0.01, ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001, ^∗∗∗∗^p \< 0.0001).

DPR Protein Levels Are Associated with HRE but Not Increased by C9ORF72 KO {#sec2.6}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Transcriptomics and axonal trafficking demonstrate the association of the HRE with a toxic GOF, and DPR proteins translated from HRE-containing RNA are currently the best and most discussed candidate for the toxic GOF. For this reason, we used an ELISA immunoassay to quantify the endogenous levels of poly-GP DPR proteins in differentiated MNs. As expected, no poly-GP protein was detected in WT, wtKO and the gene corrected lines C9GC-1 and C9GC-2 ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C). In contrast, C9-1 and C9-2 MNs expressed significantly higher levels of poly-GP compared with isogenic controls. However, there was no significant difference in the levels of poly-GP protein between C9-1 and C9-2, despite the different lengths of repeat expansion (C9-1 having ∼1,000 repeats; C9-2 having ∼750 repeats). Immunostaining was used to validate the presence of DPR proteins in iPSC-derived MNs. In contrast to gene corrected controls, we consistently observed punctate staining in the cytoplasm and neurites of MNs carrying an HRE ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}D). However, the high level of unspecific staining made the immunostaining images difficult to quantify. Interestingly, ELISA results showed that C9 + KO-1 and C9 + KO-2 expressed about 40% less poly-GP protein compared with their respective parental lines ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C), which is particularly surprising as we previously found that MN degeneration was highest in these lines. This clearly indicates that C9ORF72 KO exacerbates MN degeneration without increasing DPR protein levels and suggests that other factors influence the pathology of *C9ORF72*-ALS. It is interesting to note that the decrease in DPR levels in C9 + KO versus C9 MNs correlates with an apparent reversion in the expression of genes differentially expressed in MNs with HRE ([Figures S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A and S6C), suggesting that DPR levels may play a causal role in the expression of many differentially expressed genes in iPSC-derived MNs.

Since C9ORF72 protein functions in autophagy, we expected that DPR protein levels would be increased instead of decreased. To better understand the possible mechanism for this decrease, we further characterized the deletion present in C9ORF72 KO cells. The HRE residing in the first intron is normally spliced out of the mature *C9ORF7*2 mRNA. However, in addition to removing the start codon, the splice acceptor site was also removed ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E). Thus, we predicted that mature mRNA transcript for *C9ORF72* would contain the HRE. To test this hypothesis, transcriptome reads mapping to the intron were examined and C9 + KO-1 showed considerably more reads mapping to the intron compared with C9-1 ([Figure S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). A recent report showed retention of intron 1 decreases RAN translation due to the presence of an upstream open reading frame (uORF) ([@bib28]), but we did not observe any significant difference in the levels of the uORF transcript in C9 + KO MNs compared with C9 ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}E). Nevertheless, it is possible that change in context of the HRE might contribute to the lower DPR levels observed in our C9 + KO-1 and C9 + KO-2 lines. Thus, we argue that a change in RNA splicing is likely responsible for the decrease in DPR protein levels.

HSP Levels Are Altered by HRE and Exacerbated by C9ORF72 KO {#sec2.7}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Next, we sought to identify a possible mechanism by which C9ORF72 KO exacerbated MN degeneration without increasing DPR levels. HSPs play a crucial role in the protein quality control system and recently it was shown that HSP70 and HSP40 were critical nodes in the transcriptome network in the frontal cortex of ALS patients with HRE in *C9ORF72* ([@bib22]). This led us to hypothesize that C9ORF72 KO could reduce the levels of specific HSPs, which might exacerbate the toxicity of DPR proteins for MNs. Measuring protein expression of HSP70 family members HSPA1A and HSPA1B using capillary electrophoresis revealed that C9-1 and C9-2 MNs expressed less HSPA1A and significantly less HSPA1B compared with the gene corrected controls C9GC-1 and C9GC-2 ([Figures 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A and 6B). This reduction was even greater in C9 + KO-1 and C9 + KO-2. As indicated above, we found that DNAJA4, which is an HSP40 family member that forms complexes with HSP70, was downregulated in MNs with HRE compared with gene corrected controls in our data as well as in the results from [@bib25]. We observed a trend toward decreased DNAJA4 protein in HRE MNs compared with gene corrected, but there was a striking and significant decrease of DNAJA4 protein in C9ORF72 KO MNs, which showed only 10%--50% of the parental levels ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}C). Therefore, changes in HSP levels correlate with the exacerbated ALS phenotypes, suggesting that they play a critical role in MN degeneration.Figure 6HRE and Loss of C9ORF72 Reduce HSP40 and HSP70 Protein Levels and Alter SG Formation(A and B) Capillary electrophoresis showing that (A) HSPA1A and (B) HSPA1B are reduced in C9 MNs compared with C9GC controls. Levels were even further reduced in C9 + KO MNs.(C) Capillary electrophoresis showing that DNAJA4 is reduced in C9 MNs compared with C9GC, and strikingly downregulated in C9 + KO MNs (n = 8 biological replicates).(D) Immunostaining of isogenic MNs with the indicated makers. Bottom panel shows segmentation of SGs, nuclei, and soma. Scale bar, 5 μm.(E) SG mean intensity was unaltered in MNs within the isogenic sets.(F) Quantification revealed significantly higher number of SGs per cell in C9 MNs compared with C9GC, which was increased in C9 + KO neurons (n = 3 biological replicates; \>3,400 cells and \>12,000 SGs).All values are presented as mean ± SEM. One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey\'s post-test for multiple comparisons was performed (^∗^p \< 0.05, ^∗∗^p \< 0.01, ^∗∗∗∗^p \< 0.0001, ^∗∗∗∗^p \< 0.0001).

SG Formation Is Perturbed by HRE and Exacerbated by KO of C9ORF72 {#sec2.8}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

SGs have been suggested to be crucibles of ALS pathogenesis ([@bib12]). They are membraneless organelles formed by liquid-liquid protein phase separation. Although both DPR proteins as well as HSPs play critical roles in SG formation and maintenance, we predicted that SGs might be affected by the loss of C9ORF72 protein in MNs containing the HRE. Therefore, we assessed SG formation using our isogenic MNs. Differentiated MNs were treated for 1 h with 0.5 mM sodium arsenite to induce SG formation, which were assessed using immunostaining for the SG marker eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 (eIF3) in combination with the neuronal marker MAP2. eIF3-positive SGs were observed in the cytoplasm and often in perinuclear regions ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}D). The mean eIF3 intensity was comparable between the lines ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}E). Quantification showed a significant increase of the number of SGs per cell with an HRE compared with gene corrected controls ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}F). Importantly, the number of SGs per cell was even higher in cells with HRE + C9ORF72 KO, which is consistent with our previous results that C9ORF72 KO exacerbates ALS-associated phenotypes of HRE MNs. Therefore, we suggest that membraneless compartments, such as SGs, could be a point of pathological convergence of DPR proteins and reduced HSP levels leading to MN degeneration in *C9ORF72*-associated ALS.

Inhibition of HSPs Exacerbates Axonal Trafficking Defects and Induces Apoptosis in MNs with HRE {#sec2.9}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C9 + KO MNs showed decreased HSP levels as well as exacerbated ALS phenotypes compared with C9 MNs, leading us to hypothesize that inhibiting HSPs would increase degeneration of C9 MNs. To test this, axonal trafficking was assessed using iPSC-derived MNs with the HRE treated with 200 μM KNK437, which inhibits the synthesis of HSPs, including HSP70 as well as HSP40 ([@bib32]). We observed that C9-1 as well as C9-2 MNs showed significantly reduced lysosomal track displacement in the proximal and distal axons ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}A). In addition, the directionality of lysosomal trafficking was severely affected ([Figure S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). To confirm that HSPs are causally linked to the survival of MNs with HRE, we assessed apoptosis using immunostaining for CC3 ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}B). We observed a significant and dose-dependent increase in CC3 staining of iPSC-derived C9-1 and C9-2 neurons treated with KNK437 ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}C). These data demonstrate that HSPs play a critical role in MN survival and that knocking out C9ORF72 exacerbates ALS phenotypes in iPSC-derived MNs with HRE, which is associated with reduced levels of specific HSPs.Figure 7HSP Inhibitor KNK437 Disrupts Axonal Trafficking and Induces Apoptosis in MNs with HRE(A) Maximum projection for C9-1 and C9-2 MNs treated with either DMSO or 200 μM KNK437. Scale bars, 10 μm. Quantification for lysosomal track displacement in μm. Mann-Whitney test was performed for statistical significance (^∗∗∗∗^p \< 0.0001). N = 6 biological replicates; \>500 lysosomes were analyzed per cell line and per side for all experiments.(B) Immunostaining for CC3 for C9-1 and C9-3 MNs treated with DMSO or the indicated concentration of KNK437. Scale bar, 50 μm.(C) Quantification shows percent CC3-positive cells. N = 4 biological replicates. One-way ANOVA was used to calculate statistical significance (^∗^p \< 0.05, ^∗∗^p \< 0.01).See also [Figure S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

To prevent ALS onset and progression, it is essential to prevent the degeneration of motor axons in addition to soma. This was illustrated using mice with mutant *SOD1* where a KO of the gene *Ppif*, which encodes cyclophilin D, had no impact on disease onset, progression or survival although SOD1 protein aggregation was reduced and increased numbers of MN soma were protected in the spinal cord ([@bib21]). Here, we demonstrate that axonal degeneration is a feature of the degeneration of MNs with HRE in *C9ORF72*, which is the most common mutation known to cause ALS.

Currently, it is not fully understood whether HRE in *C9ORF72* cause ALS via LOF or GOF. Thus, isogenic control iPSC lines are powerful tools enabling the generation of MNs with specific genotypes in a defined genetic background to identify pathological mechanisms ([@bib25]). We produced a complete set of isogenic human iPSC-derived MNs to assess the contributions of LOF and GOF to ALS phenotypes. Because *C9ORF72* transcript levels are reduced by the HRE, which can also retain the repeat expansion in ALS patients ([@bib18]), it is possible that both mechanisms contribute to pathogenesis. To test the possibility that reducing C9ORF72 protein levels could exacerbate ALS pathogenesis in MNs with HRE, we created isogenic MNs with a C9ORF72 KO as well as HRE. Importantly, this model produces DPR protein at endogenous levels and without any overexpression, which rely on promoters, such as the CMV-promoter, which usually results in RNA and protein levels that are higher than physiological levels. Moreover, we created an LOF model (wtKO) as well as a model for toxic GOF in which isogenic MNs with and without the HRE express similar levels of C9ORF72 protein. Our results show that axonal degeneration associated with HRE involves both GOF and LOF mechanisms by demonstrating that C9ORF72 KO exacerbated the effects of GOF caused by the HRE but the KO itself does not affect WT MNs. This exacerbation could have important implications for ALS therapeutics. Currently, antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs) are being developed to reduce the HRE-containing intronic RNA and downstream DPR protein levels ([@bib10]). Our results demonstrate the importance that these ASOs avoid unintentional reduction of C9ORF72 protein levels to maintain physiological levels of C9ORF72.

To better understand the mechanism of pathogenesis, we performed transcriptome sequencing, which identified over 1,000 differentially expressed genes between C9 versus C9GC MNs, most of which were upregulated. Interestingly, we found that many of these genes were downregulated in C9 + KO versus C9 MNs. One possible explanation is that DPR proteins induced this differential gene expression, and DPR levels were lower in C9 + KO MNs. However, another explanation could be that these differentially expressed genes are part of a compensatory response used by MNs to maintain viability in the presence of the HRE and that knocking out C9ORF72 protein may ablate this compensatory response, leading to more severe phenotypes. Both scenarios would explain why no phenotype was observed in wtKO MNs.

To our knowledge, our results are the first to report that decreased HSP activity could contribute to *C9ORF72*-ALS pathogenesis. Comparing our transcriptome data with those published by [@bib25] showed that the HSP40 family member DNAJA4 was downregulated in both datasets, suggesting that HSPs play an important role in *C9ORF72*-ALS. We confirmed that DNAJA4 protein was misregulated, and showed that HSPA1A and HSPA1B were also misregulated. Consistent with this, transcriptome sequencing from the brain of *C9ORF72*-ALS patients show misregulation of HSPs ([@bib22]). We showed that inhibiting HSPs significantly exacerbated *C9ORF72*-ALS phenotypes, including disrupting axonal transport and increasing apoptosis of MNs. Thus, it is possible that the most effective therapeutic strategy might be to combine ASOs, which aim at reducing DPR protein levels, together with the restoration of HSP levels, for example, using a gene therapy-based approach or a compound, such as arimoclomol, which is a co-inducer of HSPs currently being investigated in clinical trials for ALS that has shown promising results in mouse models ([@bib1]). However, the possibility has been raised that at least some HSPs might exacerbate ALS pathogenesis. For example, overexpression of HSF1, activating a heat shock response found in *C9ORF72*-ALS/FTLD patients, exacerbated eye degeneration in a *Drosophila* model ([@bib15]). Thus, further experiments are needed to test the role of specific HSPs in ALS phenotypes in human MNs.

One of the important functions of HSPs in human MNs is the regulation of SGs ([@bib7]), which are crucial players in ALS pathogenesis. In addition, DPR proteins have already been shown to disrupt SG regulation ([@bib11]), and, here, we demonstrate that HRE + C9ORF72 KO results in reduced levels of specific HSPs, exacerbating the SG phenotype. We found that the number of SGs per cell was increased in MNs with an HRE and even higher in MNs with HRE + C9ORF72 KO. Consistent with our data, a recent report demonstrated that removal of C9ORF72 led to increased accumulation of SGs in the cytoplasm and disrupted SG elimination by autophagy ([@bib3]). This is of particular interest as it has been shown that disruption of microtubule transport proteins affects SG dynamics ([@bib13]). Because these same proteins also regulate axonal transport, it suggests that there is a general defect in microtubule-based transport in MNs with HRE in *C9ORF72*. Since SGs tend to accumulate misfolded proteins, this could indicate that MNs with HRE in *C9ORF72* have defects in protein homeostasis and that C9ORF72 KO exacerbates these effects, which is consistent with our observation that HSPs were downregulated.

One interesting point is the existence of variability in how human MNs respond to reduced C9ORF72 levels. At least one group found that reducing C9ORF72 levels in human MNs led to degeneration ([@bib26]). Although this is a different assay than our assessment of axonal trafficking, the differences in the severity of the phenotypes are noticeable. We suggest that variations in the genetic background could explain the different observations. Unlike mutations in rarer ALS loci, such as *FUS* or *SOD1*, HRE in *C9ORF72* show age-dependent penetrance and do not achieve full penetrance until a very advanced age ([@bib14]). Even more striking, members of a single family inheriting the same mutation can exhibit different diseases, namely ALS or frontotemporal dementia or, occasionally, a mixture ([@bib27]). Thus, the genetic background and, perhaps, environmental agents, can significantly impact the phenotype of patients. For example, *ATXN2*, *TMEM1*06B, and *SPT4* have already been shown to be critical modulators of *C9ORF72* pathogenesis ([@bib29]). This implies that iPSCs could be combined with human genetics and gene editing to tease apart the influences of other loci on the phenotypes of human MNs with HRE in *C9ORF72*.

Experimental Procedures {#sec4}
=======================

A complete description of the methods can be found in the [Supplemental Information](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

iPSC Culture and MN Differentiation {#sec4.1}
-----------------------------------

iPSC generation and MN differentiation is described in [Supplemental Information](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Immunocytochemical Staining {#sec4.2}
---------------------------

MNs were fixed for 20 min with 4% paraformaldehyde (EM Science) in PBS (Life Technologies). Permeabilization and blocking were achieved with 0.1% Triton X-(Sigma), 10% fetal calf serum (GE Healthcare) and 1% BSA (Roth) in PBS for 45 min and primary antibodies incubated overnight at 4°C. The cells were washed twice with 1% BSA in PBS and secondary antibodies were applied for 1 h at room temperature. The cells were washed twice with 1% Tween 20 (AppliChem) in PBS, then incubated with Hoechst for 5 min and washed with PBS. Imaging was performed using an inverted Apotome Zeiss Axio/Observer Z1 microscope (Zeiss) and analyzed using FIJI and Adobe Photoshop. The following primary antibodies were used: chicken anti MAP2 1:10,000 (Abcam, ab92434), goat anti-eIF3 1:300 (Santa Cruz, sc-16377), goat anti-SOX2 1:300 (Santa Cruz, sc-17320), mouse anti-OCT4 1:300 (Santa Cruz, sc-5279), mouse anti-SMI32 1:1,000 (Covance, SMI-32P), mouse anti-SSEA4 1:300 (DSHB, MC-813-70), mouse anti-TUJ1 1:1,000 (Covance, MMS-435P-250), rabbit anti-CC3 1:500 (Cell Signaling, 9661S), rabbit anti-Islet1 1:1,500 (Abcam, ab20670), rat anti-poly-GP 18 1:1,000 (kindly provided by Dieter Edbauer). The following secondary antibodies were diluted 1:1,000 (all Invitrogen): fluorescein isothiocyanate donkey anti-chicken (SA1-72000), Alexa Fluor 647 donkey anti-goat (A-21447), Alexa Fluor 488 donkey anti-mouse (A-21202), Alexa Fluor 568 donkey anti-mouse (A10037), Alexa Fluor 647 donkey anti-mouse (A-31571), Alexa Fluor 488 donkey anti-rabbit (A-21206), Alexa Fluor 568 donkey anti-rabbit (A10042), Alexa Fluor 647 donkey anti-rabbit (A-31573), Alexa Fluor 568 goat anti-rat (A-11077), Hoechst 33342 (H1399).

Live-Cell Imaging and High Content Imaging {#sec4.3}
------------------------------------------

The technique has already been described ([@bib20]). Microfluidic chambers (Xona Microfluidics) were used with glass bottom dishes coated with laminin. MNs (150,000) were seeded, and N2B27 with BDNF and GDNF was applied to the distal side. At day 14, lysosomes were labeled using LysoTracker (Thermo Fischer Scientific) and imaged using a Leica DMI6000 microscope in an incubator chamber.

Capillary Gel Electrophoresis {#sec4.4}
-----------------------------

MNs were lysed in a 4% SDS buffer supplemented with 50 mM Tris base (Roth), protease- and phosphatase inhibitor (Roche), and protein concentration determined using a bicinchoninic acid assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Protein expression levels were measured with capillary electrophoresis using a 12-230 separation module from ProteinSimple Wes (ProteinSimple, Bio-Techne). Utilized primary antibodies included: rabbit anti GAPDH 1:1,000 (Cell Signaling, 2118S), rabbit anti-DNAJA4 1:40 (Atlas Antibodies, HPA041790), rabbit anti-HSPA1A 1:1,000 (BIOZOL, GTX111088), rabbit anti-HSPA1B 1:100 (BIOZOL, GTX106148), rabbit anti-C9ORF72 1:30 (Sigma, HPA023873).
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